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Abstract: By describing radiation losses through a Fourier space picture of modal couplings, 
low loss photonic crystal cavities are designed using a group theory-based ana.lysis and finite- 
difference timedomain calcula.t,ions, resulting in predicted quality factors exceeding 10" 
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Photonic crystal (PC) defect cavities [l , 21 are promising elemeiit,s for a number of devices and  experiments 
in  t,he optical sciences, ini:ludiiig low threshold sernicoriductor h e r s  and resoriat,ors for probing coherent, 
elcc t ron- photon interact ions. These applications take advant a.ge of the cavities' waveleng th-scal e size! but 
also require t,liem t.o have mininisl radiation losses, with a quality factor ( Q )  of 104 or lo5. We considcr 
t.hc design of thcse cavities in Fourier space, developing a. set of simplc rules for obt,aining high-Q modes, 
arid use a finittdifference tiincdomain (FDTI)) analysis to demonstrate the efficacy of these methods [3]. 
In addit,ion, efficient fiber-based methods for coupling light. into and out of these pla.iiar PC cavities are 
discussed. 
Defect modes in t,wo-diinensional PC s1a.h wa.veguides have in-plane losses that, are determined by t.he 
size and angular extent of the photonic bandgap in momentum space, while vert.ica1 radiation losses result 
when the mode's in-plane momentum coniponents a.re insufficient. to support waveguiding, and lie within the 
light cone of the waveguide cladding. To reduce the presence of these small nmmentum components, we seek 
modcs that are odd about: rnirror planes normal to the direction of the mode's dominant .Fourier comporient~, 
eliniinatitig thc DC ( k i  = 0) part of the field. Modes of the appropria,te symrnet,ry are determined t,3; a, 
group- tho ry  based armlysis: which gives approxiriiatx forrns for donor arid accc?pt,or modes loca,lized to defects 
a t  various high symmetry points within liexagoiial and squa.re 1a.ttice PC's. 
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Fig. 1. Graded square lattice and its field characteristics. 
FDTD simulations show improved Q factors for defect modcs of this prescribed syinmetry. Further im- 
provements to both tile in-plane and vcrtical Q's are achieved by considcring a Fourier space picture of 
modal couplings that lead to loss. The analysis is essentially a t,w&step process, where we start with an ap- 
proximate form for t.he defect mode, based on its dominant Fourier components as determined by the group 
tjheory analysis. We then consider couplings between this mode and "leaky cavity niodcs" , which consist of 
vert,ical radiation modes and PC slab inodes tha.t radkte in-plane. The coupling amplitude between these 
modes is calculated, and indicates t,ha.t the quantity &(kl) ,  the Fourier t,raiisformed perturbation to the 
phot.onic lat,tice (TI  --= l / r )  diie to the defect, couples Fourier components I>etsveen t.he basis modes of the 
system. Thus, by appropria.tely modifying the lattice to tailor this quantit,y, we reduce couplings that lead 
t,o in-plane and vert,ical lea,ka,ge. Doing so results in t,he square lattice design shown in Figure 1 (a.). Figure 
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1 (b)-(d) shows the rnagrietic field amplitude anti Fourier transformed dominant electric field component for 
this mode, indicating the degree to which power has been removed from the cladding light cone. Q1=1.3* lo5 
for this design, with Qtotz9.8 * lo4. The design rules &scribed above have also been aL)plied to hexagonal 
lattice PC’s, with FDTD-determined Q values exceeding lo5. Representative geometries and field pat terns 
for such designs arc shown in Figure 2(a)-(d). 
Fig. 2. Graded hexagonal lattice and its field charactcristics. 
We w111 present an oiithne of our mornentunl space design of high-Q defect cavities in square and hexagonal 
photonic lattices, concentrating on the methodology behind the symmetry-based analysis for producing 
approximate forms of the defect modes, arid the Fourier space picture of modal coupling used to tailor 
the cavity geometry We will also discuss efficient coupling of the cavities with PC waveguide designs. and 
consider schemes by which cavity-waveguide systems can he passively probed with tapered optical fibers. 
FDTD simulation results for square and hexagonal lattice designs will be presented, along with our recent 
progress in the fabrication and characterization of these devices. 
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